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Let me guess...
You’re asked to manage teams and “be a leader”, but
you’re not provided any training. Or worse, the training
you are given doesn’t cut it in the real world. Sound
familiar?
I’m Ali Merchant,
and I’ve been leading teams for over 10 years.
I’ve seen difficult employees, challenging bosses, missed
deadlines... you know the drill.
I believe good managers like you deserve better -- better
tools, better training, better support, and the opportunity
to be a great leader. Because here’s the deal...
7 out of 10 employees are unhappy at work.

You can change that now,
and I can show you how.
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You Too can Deliver Exceptional Feedback
One of the biggest differences between a high performing and a low-performing manager comes
down to their willingness and ability to provide feedback to improve employee performance.
On the surface, delivering feedback seems simple enough. For example, if someone does
a good job, you appreciate and recognize them, or when someone makes a mistake, you
inform them of the behavior and its impact. In reality, it’s more complicated. Read on to
understand why.

The shift from not providing feedback to providing consistent feedback
holds the key to you becoming an impactful manager and in turn
transforming your team into a highly functioning workforce.
By providing better feedback, as a manager you will:
1. Increase your influence as a leader
2. Increase your performance and ultimately the performance of your direct reports
3. Be seen as a trusted advisor for your team, peers and bosses
Have any of these thoughts crossed your mind?
“I’m providing feedback but its not working.”
“My team is repeating the same mistakes.”
“I’m hesitant to have a difficult conversation and upset my direct report.”
“My colleague is always late to our team meetings and I’m not sure how to let him know that its
impacting our team.”
“My boss never recognizes the great work that I’m doing. Even a simple thank you would be
nice at this point.”
If you find yourself relating to the statements above, you’re not alone. Not by a long shot. The
number of managers providing effective feedback that actually works is a very tiny minority.
Organizations are full of managers who either avoid difficult conversations or fail to
recognize their employees altogether. Most of these managers are well-intentioned (we’re
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human!) All they need is guidance, an easy to follow framework and a little bit of practice.
Here’s where I come in!
But Ali, Why is this is so hard?
Why do managers dread feedback conversations as much as employees do?
Most managers end up getting stuck in a mental trap they set for themselves by believing the
following:
“I’m not good at giving feedback. That’s obvious when I try.”
“If they disagree or are upset with me, I must not be a good manager.”
“They won’t like me.”
“I don’t want to hurt their feelings or appear unsupportive. I’m a good person.”
“I don’t want them to think I’m micro-managing them.”
Like a great meal, effective feedback requires a good cook (sender), fresh ingredients
(message) and a great appetite (receiver)!
Follow the below 3-step process to master this important skill!
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3 Steps to Providing Effective Feedback

1
Planning your Feedback
Planning your feedback goes a very long way when it comes to having a constructive dialog
with your direct reports.
Delivering feedback that improves behavior is a skill you can learn and master with practice.
The very first step in this process is to prepare for your conversation by following a simple
rubric. This is important because managers often skip the crucial phase and jump into
delivery mode without a plan. Avoid this mistake!
Start with the following 4-point worksheet to plan your conversation.
Writing down your answers to the following questions will further clarify your thoughtprocess. (Time required: ~10 minutes.)
1) Identify one specific behavior that needs to be corrected or reinforced.

2) What is the impact of this behavior and who is it impacting?

3) What specific outcome do you want your employee to produce as a result?
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4) When will you deliver this feedback? (Date and Time?)

2
Delivering Feedback
Congrats! You’ve gathered your thoughts and have a plan for what you’d like to say. Before
proceeding to deliver feedback, consider the following tips on why this process matters:
1. Only elite level mangers and effective leaders take the time to plan their session, setting them
apart from other leaders in the organization. Remember: failing to plan is planning to fail.
2. Providing critical but helpful guidance is designed to help your employee improve and
succeed. It is your responsibility as a manager to drive performance and share this
information.
3. If you want to grow as a leader, you have to learn to confront uncomfortable situations
and work with them.
4. Shift your mindset from “That’s wrong” to “Tell me more”. Become genuinely curious.
5. Try to maintain a positive:negative feedback ratio of 3:1 (more on this below).
Let’s review a simple yet powerful method to delivering feedback.
SCENARIO: Your direct report (Andy) shows up late to a client meeting, resulting in an upset client.
Manager: “Andy, I noticed you came late to our client meeting, causing us to delay
our presentation. As a result, the client felt a bit rushed and we couldn’t allocate
time for questions. Going forward, lets make certain we’re there on time and
everything goes according to plan.”
In the above example, the manager addressed this issue by 1) making it specific and clearly
outlining Andy’s behavior of coming late and 2) sharing the adverse impact (frustration) it
had on the client. The manager also went further by 3) informing Andy of his expectation of
“showing up on time.”
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The above scenario is just one way of providing effective feedback. Let’s try and make this
feedback richer using the same example, but by digging a bit more.
Manager: “Andy, I noticed you came late to our client meeting and I wanted to
check-in with you first and find out what happened.”
In the above example, the manager acknowledged Andy’s behavior of coming in late.
However before letting Andy know that his behavior negatively impacted the client, the
manager wanted to first understand what happened or why Andy was late in the first place.
This habit of asking questions empowers Andy to become a participant of equal status,
leading to a richer and more meaningful dialogue. This also allows the manager to move
from “that’s wrong” to “tell me more.”
Lets see how the addition of just one simple yet powerful question influences the direction of
the feedback.
Manager: “Andy, I noticed you came late to our client meeting last Monday and I
wanted to check-in with you and find out if everything’s ok?”
Andy: “I’m sorry, I was working till 2am putting finishing touches on our
presentation. I wanted this to go well for our client, but unfortunately couldn’t
make it in time. I feel horrible. I let us down”.
Manager: “Andy, I appreciate the hard-work. The client did feel rushed and as a
result we couldn’t demonstrate all your hard work. Let’s do this: if you feel you’re
over-worked and need help in prioritizing, schedule time with me and we’ll work
on it together. This will help us not repeat today’s incident.”
Takeaway: A good manager realizes how to remain flexible and treats every opportunity as
a learning experience for all. In this example, the manager quickly realized that Andy had
the right intention in mind but the execution wasn’t there. Additionally, the manager also
learned something new about Andy coming late but also about him needing help managing
his priorities. (An aha moment!)
Here’s what I want you to remember: As a manager you have to get better at asking
questions to clarify, learn to listen better and finally get more assertive.
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Empowering questions to ask your employee:
1. “Andy, how do you see this situation? Any thoughts on the reason behind it?”
2. “What makes this so challenging? How may I help?”
3. “How might you have contributed to this situation?”
4. “If you could identify 1 significant issue contributing to your performance, what
would it be?”
5. “What impact is this having on you? On our team? On our Customers?”
What is the appropriate time to deliver your message?
For feedback to be effective, it should be provided at an appropriate time for both the
sender and receiver. A number of experts state that feedback should be provided as soon as
possible. This advice although true, can potentially backfire if the receiver is in a volatile and
emotionally charged state of mind and just unable to be receptive to your message. A good
rule of thumb is to provide feedback sooner rather than later. Holding on to negative feedback
for a longer period of time can look like “holding on to a grudge” in the eyes of your employee.
Have you picked a quiet location and decided whether it’s face-to-face or remote?
Consider praising in public and criticizing in private. Difficult conversations should be
conducted in a distraction-free environment. Depending on the topic and nature of
discussion, a face-to-face conversation is always appropriate (wherever possible) and gives
you vital data on body language. If direct reports are remote, than a video-conference
is preferable over a phone conversation. A phone conversation is always better than no
conversation at all. In my experience a nice walk with my direct reports is a good way of
engaging in meaningful conversations.
Is this a new issue or a recurring habit?
Recurring versus one-time issues need to be managed differently. A new behavior might be
easier to address versus a deeply ingrained habit. This is also a good time to check in with
yourself and ask why the issue is still persisting in the first place. As managers when we don’t
make a stand on bad behavior we inadvertently enable it. Worse, we send an indirect signal
to our team that bad behavior is tolerated without consequence.
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3
Follow-up, Clarify, Co-create Options and Agree on Next Steps
Just because we’ve communicated the behavior and its subsequent impact doesn’t mean
that the employee has heard us or agreed to it. Unfortunately, it doesn’t matter what we say,
what really matters is what our employees hear. I’m sure you can relate to this.
To make sure that there’s no opportunity for confusion or misunderstanding, ask your
employee:
“What specific actions will help you achieve the outcome we’ve discussed?”
The answer to this question will influence the employee’s understanding of the subject.
Another follow-up question to gain alignment could be:
“How can I support you?”
This tells the employee that you’re a partner on their journey to becoming a stronger
employee.
When wrapping up, acknowledge their participation and willingness to listen with a genuine
“thank you.”
“Thank you. I appreciate you listening to me and working with me to find a solution.”
Empowering questions to secure follow-up steps:
1. What will your first steps be?
2. When will you start?
3. How can I support you?
4. When should we touch base on this again?
5. What would you like from me in terms of accountability?
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A word of encouragement:
Get better at appreciating your employees.
I want your employees to trust you so I encourage you to avoid being that manager who
prides himself or herself in being the exclusive provider of negative feedback and chooses to
deliberately hold back positive feedback.
Employees are most receptive to negative feedback from someone who they trust, who is
more gracious in providing positive feedback and inspiration at all times. If you’re a manager
who only provides negative feedback, your team might feel judged or worse consider you to
be someone who’s only looking for what’s wrong with them. Try to catch your team doing
something right and make sure to praise them with specifics. Unlike negative feedback that
needs to be discreet and between you and your direct report, Positive feedback needs to
be celebrated so all your employees understand what you like and appreciate, encouraging
them and others to repeat this behavior often.
Recent data suggests employees are starving for positive feedback. The latest Gallup poll
shows that only 3 out of 10 employees in the US strongly agree that in the last seven days
they have received recognition or praise for doing good work.
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What’s next?
I’ve got the best leadership tools at your finger tips.

The All-in-Manager
podcast has one goal, to
make you a better leader,
faster! I share what I’ve
learned in the last 10
years and keep it real. No
fluff, no theory.

The All-in-Manager show
is a live video training
where I pick a fun, juicy
leadership topic and go
to town on it. Post your
questions in Facebook,
and I’ll tackle ‘em. I’m
usually caffeinated you’ve been warned.

You can find my latest
thinking on all areas
from new managers and
seasoned leaders. Rants
include the latest state
of training. (Spoiler alert:
We can do better.)

L I ST EN N OW

JOIN NOW

RE A D NOW
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